How Effective is Automated Forex Trading?
By Winsor A.G.A. Hoang
Automated Forex trading is an efficient system to predict on the rise and fall of the currency
rates and automatically execute profitable trades instantly without user intervention.
The best Forex software is the one that provides you reliability, proven trading records at a fixed
lot and is affordable too! Whether it is technical analysis, or fundamental analysis, automated
Forex trading system is a prospective way to do currency trading. With an auto trading system,
signing up a trading account is an easy process, and moreover, at the very next moment, you
would begin earning profits.
Forex market is a 24-hour market, and with automated Forex trading software users are not
bound to follow the market constantly. The automated trading system monitors the market
without fatigue and with complete assurance on users’ accounts. The automated trading system
not only provides huge returns on your investment, but it also gives an edge to both experienced
and novice traders. Automated Forex trading is more likely to make practical decisions even in
the most erratic and real time situations because there is no emotional or personal attachment to
the trades.
It takes at least 5 years for novice traders to become profitable; hence, it is recommended to use
automated trading in parallel as new traders are learning how to trade. It is wise to have two
accounts: one account for manual trading and another for automated trading. Users can review
their manual trading account versus the automated trading account and compare for consistency
and profitability.
Therefore, look for an automated Forex trading system that has been running in real time with a
track record greater than one year. Get yourself indulged in the world's largest trading market,
and obtain an edge with automated trading system. Yeah! It really works!
Winsor A.G.A. Hoang is a registered Professional Engineer and the founder of
http://www.ctsforex.com. He has developed 5 managed Forex trading systems for auto trading.
His automated software is internationally ranked with live trading results published every
30mins, use as free Forex trading signals.
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